
1.Radio waves
2.(a)Red
(b)50Hz
3.Advantages: High calorific               value,low pollution
Limitations:Highly inflammable and explosive,Difficult to store and
transport it.
4.•Bandages which can heal wounds faster.
•Highly efficient batteries.
•Paint,Varnish etc.
•Display screens which are lighter.
•Dresses and socks which are durable and gives cooling in summer time.
•Long lasting tennis ball.
(Any 4)
(b)The ratio of surface area to the volume increases beyond a limit on
changing them into nano
size.Subsequently the physical properties of substances change very much
since.
5.(a)V=240V
P=40W
R=V×V/P
=240×240/40
=57600/40
=1440 ohm
(b)•High melting point
•High resistivity
•High ductility
•Ability to emit white light in
the white hot
 6A.(a)Component colours have different wavelengths.
 If wavelength is more,scattering will less.
(b)Text book page 113
(c)If the size of the particles is greater than the wavelength of light,then the scattering is 
same for all colours.
6B.(a)Irregular and partial reflection of light is scattering.
(b)When rays of light pass through a colloidal fluid or suspension,the tiny particles get 
illuminated due to scattering. Because of this the path of light is made visible.This 
phenomenon is Tyndal effect.
(c)•We can take photographs of distant objects.
 •Can use in remote sensing.
(d)Dark or Black
7.Two objects in vibration are said to be in resonance if the natural
frequency of the body undergoing vibration is  same as that of the
influencing body.
(b)Resonance coloumn
(c)Sound coming from a source produces a continues change in
pressure.There will be increased pressure in regions where particles in the air comes 
closer.These regions are called compressions(C).And there will be
a decreased pressure in regions where particles of the air are at a
distance.These regions are called rerefactions(R).Particles vibrate in a direction parallel to 
the direction of propagation of the wave.
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8.(a)Persistence of sound as a result of multiple reflection.
(b)•Make the floors rough.
 •Use cushions in seats.
 •Use folded curtains.
(Any 2)
9.(a)0.6A
(b)Circuit B
(c)~Bulbs get brightness in proportion to the number of bulbs.
 ~The same voltage is available for all electrical appliances.
10.
                     A                            B                    C
Green colour Complementary colour Magenta
Inductor (3rd one-inductor's symbol) Henry
Nuclear energy Non-conventional Brown energy
11.Vaporisation is the process by which liquid changes into its gaseous state at its boiling 
point.
Evaporation is the process by which a liquid changes into its vapour form by absorbing heat 
from the surroundings.
12.Np=20,000
 Ns=30,000
 Vp=160
 Vs=?
Vs/Vp=Ns/Np
Vs=Vp×Ns/Np
 =160×30,000/20,000
 =4800000/20,000
 =240V
(b)When the number of turns in secondary increases,the induced emf increases.
 Or
emf increases due to the increase in magnetic flux.
(c)500W
13A.Mass(m)=5Kg
Change in temperature=313-303=10
Heat received by the substance (Q)=2093000J
C=209300/5×10
 =209300/50
 =4186Jkg-1K-1
(b)•Water is used as a coolant in radiators of engines.
•The variations in atmospheric temperature do not affect our body instantly.
13B.(a)J/Kg
(b)Latent heat of fusion of a solid is the quantity of heat absorbed by 1Kg of the solid to 
change into its liquid state at its melting point without chang in temperature.
(c)•Glaciers do not melt as a whole at the same time.
•Ice creams does not melt fast.
•It feels much colder when an ice piece at 0°C is placed in the mouth than when drinking 
water that is at 0°C.
(Any 2)
14.(c)55000Kj/Kg
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